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Pallet Wrap & Stretch Film  
for superior pallet wrapping  

Lindum Packaging is a leading supplier of pallet wrap in the UK and 
Europe, with more than two decades of experience supplying 
high-quality transit packaging products.

Exceptional savings, extensive benefits 

Whether you are looking to wrap your pallets by hand or machine, we offer packaging products with enhanced 
stretch capabilities, longer reel lengths, superior puncture resistance, guaranteed roll lengths and  
multiple-layered durability. Our innovative packaging solutions will save you money, reduce your plastic 
packaging waste and improve your carbon footprint, helping your business achieve its sustainability targets. 

Hard-won packaging expertise, at your service
Using our years of experience, we can help you avoid the pitfalls of a quick fix – using too much packaging, for 
example – and guide you in selecting the right wrap for your specific packaging operations. In doing so, we can 
maximise the protection of your product, reduce the possibility of damage and enhance the efficiency of this 
crucial part of the supply chain.

Our extensive pallet wrap range 
features products to suit all 
packaging operations - including 
machine wrap, hand wrap, stretch 
film and Nano film. 
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Our Range

Carewrap™ Range

Our Carewrap™ range is pre-stretched, meaning it does not have to 
be stretched when applying to the pallet. Pre-stretching means less 
product is used and less work is required to produce a stable pallet, 
making a positive impact on both financial and environmental cost.

Carestretch™ Range

Carestretch™ films are high performance traditional stretch wraps. 
Available for hand or machine use, in a range of gauges from 
standard to heavy duty, Carestretch™ films are designed to stretch on 
application to stabilise even the heaviest, most irregular shapes of 
palletised goods.  

Nano Range

Our Carestretch™ Nano is a multi layer ‘thin’ stretch film that guarantees 
lower film consumption and enhanced load stability. It can be stretched 
up to 400% - helping you achieve greater sustainability and fewer film 
breakages, and offers unrivalled performance and puncture resistance.

Bio-based film

Reducing CO2 footprint is a critical CSR goal for many businesses, and our  
bio-based range can help you achieve a significant CO2 reduction. 
Made with green PE resins from wood chip tall oil, bio-based film is fully 
recyclable, but with a lower carbon footprint

Recycled content range

With an ever growing need to reduce the amount of virgin plastic that we 
use within packaging, and with the introduction of the Plastic Packaging 
Tax, we are thrilled to add recycled content films to our range. Designed 
with 30% recycled content, we can supply films for both hand and 
machine  application.

View our range of pallet wraps here
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